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Abstract
The purpose of this senior design project was to determine the viability of an electronic
continuously variable transmission (eCVT) design as an alternative to the traditional centrifugal
CVT currently used on The University of Akron’s Zips Baja SAE car. The goal was to design
and optimize an eCVT setup and then compare its acceleration performance to a tuned
centrifugal CVT to determine if it would be an improvement over the design team’s current CVT
setup. A CVT provides an advantage over a traditional transmission by producing an infinite
number of gear ratios through the use of v-shaped sheaves which moves closer and farther apart
with a V-belt between them. An optimized CVT attempts to keep a fully open engine RPM
constant throughout acceleration where power is maximum. An eCVT has the potential to be an
improvement over a traditional CVT by changing the distance of the sheaves directly based on
engine RPM feedback instead of relying on a series of weights and springs which attempt to
match the engine curve.
A three designs were considered in order to achieve these goals using a linear actuator
and hall effect sensor. A mechanical connection between the actuator and a bearing on the inner
sheave, a roller mechanism pushing against the inner sheave, and a hydraulic throwout bearing
design was considered. It was decided that the mechanical connection was the best choice, and
paired with an Arduino interface, code was developed to monitor the engine rpm and control the
actuator position based on this data.
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